47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer

These slides present an evolution of harmonic mixer construction ideas. The first slides
depict the first harmonic mixer construction details and the later slides depict the
most current construction ideas. The later harmonic mixers are considered easier to build
and possibly with better performance.

47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer
(detail construction of mixer in waveguide)
Brass washer #6
ID=0.145 OD=0.312

UT141 coax

UT085 coax

SMA for LO

SMA for IF
Brass washer
Dual diode
package
Solder

Pair of diodes

Fine wire choke

Brass tube
ID = 0.281 (9/32)
OD = 0.312 ( 5/16)
length = 0.8 K&S133

Single diodes work as well as the diode pair.
The pedistal height has not been tested for
optimum height.
The IF port could be removed if a diplexer is used.
The tube sizes could be reduced if single diodes are
used and the IF port is removed. No work has been
done here.

UT141 coax
Fine wire choke
# 55 hole in brass washer
with insulation
Pedestal height = 0.04

UT085 coax

All dimensions
in inches
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer
(detail construction of waveguide and penny feed)

Brass washer #6
ID = 0.145 OD = 0.312

Brass tube
ID=0.281 (9/32)
OD=0.312 5/16)
K&E 133

Brass 0-80 screw
and lock nut

1.16

Brass tube
ID = 0.250 (1/4)
OD = 0.281 (9/32)
K&E 132

End plate
dia.= 8mm

Penny feed opening
3mm long (1/4 lamda)
0.25mm wide

0.80

Brass tube = 4.0 or to fit (must be long enough
to reach the focal point of the dish)
The placement of the brass screw is important. This placement is good and there may be other positions that are as good or
better. This placement is the best of the ones I tried. The screw can be tuned for best gain. About a mm depth is good.
Other tube sizes and telescoping tubes with the tube size at the penny feed at an ID=0.188 inches have not worked as well
as this single tube.
The long tube with the penny feed is to fit all the way to the brass washer.

All dimensions
in inches

The dimensions of the penny feed has been fashioned to a very deep 8 inch dish with an f/D= 0.22.
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer , #2
(detail construction of the mixer)

Foot print of the brass tube

Brass tube
ID = 0.212 (7/32)
OD = 0.250 (1/4)
K&S 131

SMA Chassis
connector, 4 hole

Single
Diodes

0.80

Solder

SMA Chassis
Connector

Center pin pedestal
height = 0.04

The SMA chassis mount connector is the mechanical piece on which all other pieces
are attached. The diodes are soldered to the flat plate before the brass tube is attached.
The pedestal height is arbitrary and may not be optimal. Best height is tbd.

All dimensions
in inches
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24 GHz Diplexer
(detail of construction)
0.5 inch

1.0 inch

0.166 inch
dia. holes
for teflon

Aluminum block

RF
Very fine
wire

SMA connector
with teflon insulator

1.0 inch
RF

IF

The aluminum block is in two 0.25 inch halves bolted together to make the 0.50 inch block.
The teflon completely covers the entire center wire on the RF port connectors and is only partially
covering the center wire on the IF port connector. The RF center wires are soldered together via a small
gap cut in the teflon. There is a piece of teflon that is put in place over the center wire at the junction
after the pieces have been soldered together.

All dimensions
in inches

The length of the fine wire is probably important and may affect the RF VSWR and maybe the IF signal
level. No work has been done here to optimize this part of the circuit.
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer , #2
(detail construction of the tube with the penny feed)

SMA Chassis
connector, 4 hole

Brass tube
ID = 0.212 (7/32)
OD = 0.250 (1/4)
K&S
131

Brass 0-80 screw
and lock nut

Brass tube
ID = 0.188 (3/16)
OD = 0.212 (7/32)
K&S130

Penny feed
3 mm long
0.2 mm wide

Brass plate
8mm diameter
0.80
5.0 or what is needed
The length of the long tube is determined by the distance from the dish feed point to
a suitable place behind the dish to locate the harmonic mixer. The long tube extends all the
way inside the tube attached to the harmonic mixer.
The placement of the 0-80 screw does not seem to be critical. The screw should be placed
perpendicular to the axis of the penny feed.
The 47 GHz energy will not multimode in 0.188 inch circular waveguide.

All dimensions
in inches
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer , #3
(detail construction of the mixer with IF port)
Side View with Tube

Top View

Bottom View
Hole drilled
at 30 degree
angle into
center

Brass tube
K&S 131

Foot print of
the brass tube

Single
Diodes

Center pin pedestal
height = 0.04

Solder

SMA Chassis
Connector

UT085
Coax

Side View

The SMA chassis mount connector is the mechanical piece on which all other pieces are attached. The hole for the
IF signal is drilled on a 40 degree angle from the top sidedown and toward the center pin so that the hole is well
inside the perimeter of the brass tube when it is attached.
The UT085 is then attached to the connector body with solder. The diodes are soldered to the center pin and ground .
The fine wire for the IF signal is attached passing through the hole lined with insulation. The brass tube is then attached.

All dimensions
in inches
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer , #3
(detail construction with dual diode and with IF port)
Top View

Side View with Tube

Bottom View
Hole drilled
at 30 degree
angle into
center

Brass tube
K&S 131

Foot print of
the brass tube

Dual
Diodes

Center pin pedestal
height = 0.04

Solder

SMA Chassis
Connector

UT085
Coax

Side View

The SMA chassis mount connector is the mechanical piece on which all other pieces are attached. The hole for the
IF signal is drilled on a 30 degree angle from the top sidedown and toward the center pin so that the hole is well
inside the perimeter of the brass tube when it is attached.
The UT085 is then attached to the connector body with solder. The diodes are soldered to the centeer pin and ground .
The fine wire for the IF signal is attached passing throughthe hole lined with insulation. The brass tube is then attached.

All dimensions
in inches
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer , #3
(detail construction of the tube with the penny feed)

SMA Chassis
connector, 4 hole

Brass tube
ID = 0.212 (7/32)
OD = 0.250 (1/4)
K&S 131

Brass 0-80 screw
and lock nut

Brass tube
ID = 0.188 (3/16)
OD = 0.212 (7/32)
K&S 130

Penny feed
3 mm long
0.2 mm wide

UT085 coax
Brass plate
8mm diameter
SMA connector

0.80
5.0 or what is needed

The length of the long tube is determined by the distance from the dish feed point to a suitable place behind the dish
to locate the harmonic mixer. The long tube extends all the way inside the tube attached to the harmonic mixer.
The placement of the 0-80 screw does not seem to be critical. The screw should be placed perpendicular to the axis
of the penny feed.
The 47 GHz energy will not multimode in 0.188 inch ID circular waveguide.

All dimensions
in inches
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47 GHz Waveguide Harmonic Mixer , #3
(detail construction of the tube with the splash feed)

SMA Chassis
connector, 4 hole

Brass tube
ID = 0.212 (7/32)
OD= 0.250 (1/4)
K&S 131

Brass tube
ID = 0.188 (3/16)
OD = 0.212 (7/32)
K&S
130

Brass tube
ID = 0.212 (7/32)
OD = 0.250 (1/4)
K&S 131

Splash feed
0.75 diameter

UT085 coax

SMA connector

#16 copper wire
as supports for
splash plate

The openning between the splash plate and brass tube is adjustable.
The splash plate is being studied by W6HCC.

All dimensions
in inches
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